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Characterization theorems for completely positive and hermitian-preserving lin- 
ear transformations are given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let =m,n denote the space of m by n matrices over the complex 
numbers, 97+ if rn= n, with X, and ?I”, representing its subset of hermitian 
matrices and its positive semidefinite cone respectively. Let ‘%&,(9R+,) be 
the collection of all p X n block matrices with q X m matrices as entries. We 
may write T=(t,j)l<i<W:l<i<_E~~,m” in the block form T=(Ti,)lGi<p; 
l< j<n, where T,j=(tq)- Is l<r<g; -For a matrix written in the form l<s<m* 
T- ((t,“)), the dimensions and partitioning of T will often be determined by 
specification of the ranges of i, i. r, and s. 
A linear transformation 5 : 9Rn + 9R is said to be hermitian-preserving 
(positive-semidefinite-preserving) iff 5( gn) C x9 (T( ?i’),) C C? ). Further, ‘$7 is 
said to be completely positive iff l,@T is positive-semide fi nite-preserving 
for all positive integers s, where l,@ 5 : ?J?L,(%fiLn)-+%s((31z9) is defined by 
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In [l] Choi points out that completely positive (and not positive-semidefi- 
nite-preserving) is the natural generalization of positivity for a hermitian-pre- 
serving linear transformation. Our paper lends additional support to this 
contention, giving seven characterizations (five new) of a completely positive 
linear transformation (Theorem 1) in the same setting as the respective 
characterizations (three new) of hermitian-preserving linear transformations 
(Theorem 2). The theory takes a somewhat different form under a linear 
independence hypothesis on certain matrices involved in the above char- 
acterizations. Theorems 3 and 4 contain this part of the theory. 
Two of our characterizations (for both hermitian-preserving and com- 
pletely positive linear transformations) are given in terms of rearrangements 
of matrix representations of the respective linear transformations. To facili- 
tate these, we need to order the elements of a matrix; i.e., to give bijections 
between the sets S={(i, i)]i=l,..., 9; i=l,..., n} and {l,..., qn}. The usual 
ordering on S is called the lexicographical ordering; viz. 
(i,i)<(r,~) iff i<r or (i=randj<s). 
A second ordering, defined by 
(i,j)<(r,s) iff j-3 or (i-sandi<r), 
will be called antilexicographic. The lexicographical ordering intuitively 
orders the elements of a matrix by rows, i.e., the first row entries first, the 
second row entries second, etc.; the antilexicographical ordering orders by 
columns. The bijections which correspond to these two orderings are respec- 
tively[I,i]=(i-l)n+jand(i,j)=(i-l)q+i.Weshalluse[i,j]and(i,i) 
for orderings of S for different 9 and n; the factors 9 and n in their formulas 
will be determined by specification of the ranges of i and i. Note that 
(i, i)=[i,i] for i,i=l,..., n. Define I’:%,,,,+%(%,,) and \k:%+,n~+ 
QX%J by 
W)i = tp* j].[I,S]. i,j=l,...,q; r,s=l,..., n, 
and 
WE = t<,,>,<*, j)’ i, i=l ,..., n; r,s= ,..., 9. 1 
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For example, for n = 2 and q = 3, 
3 
*11 t12 ’ t21 6x2 ’ 51 bz 
t13 t14 ’ b3 Gd ’ t33 t34 
---- A____-I___-_ 
qT) = 2 h2 I 51 t52 I kl 2 , 
t44 1 k3 %I 1 k3 
---- 
t71 t72 , 81 82 , t91 h2 
1 _t- - t _,_ - - - - 
t73 t74 I k3 GM, b3 GM, 
61 t41 t71 ’ t13 t43 t73 
t22 t52 ta2 , ’ t24 kl GM 
‘32 tsz t92 , t34 h4 t94 
Then I’ and \k are bijections. Intuitively, I rearranges the q2 rows of 
TE9R. +,,e into n X n blocks ordered lexicographically whereas \k rearranges 
the n2 columns of T into q X q blocks ordered antilexicographically. 
If 5 : nL, +91Lq is a linear transformation, (5) will denote its matrix 
representation with respect to the unit matrices Ed. (which have a 1 in the (i, 
i) position and zeros elsewhere) in “sn, and hq respectively, ordered 
antilexicographically. This ordering seems to be the natural ordering for this 
theory. It is of interest that the Marcus-Moyls representation [6, p. 621 
s(A)=( $ TliAci),..., ;l T&A(f)), 
where A(i) denotes the i* column of A, and Ti,E9Rq,,, i=l,..., q, i= 
1 ,...,n, gives (S)=(T&GiGq; lGiGn. 
Finally 8 denotes the Kronecker product as defined in Marcus and Mint 
[41. 
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II. THE CHARACTERIZATION THEOREMS 
Our first two lemmas will be used in both theorems of this section. 
Lemma 1 gives the relationship between our arrangements \k and I’. Lemma 
2 shows that the antilexicographic ordering on the usual Etr basis gives us 
that \k((S)) is in fact the same matrix as (s(Ey)). Although we have chosen 
to use Lemma 2 in our proofs of Theorems 1 and 2, Lemma 3 also gives us a 
way of tying the rearrangement characterizations of completely positive and 
hermitian-preserving to the other characterizations. Further, for any T E 
Q+%““, Lemma 3 gives us that its coefficient of the canonical basis element 
&@E,,, of 9kqe,,p is (l?(T)),. Finally, it will be used in the proof of 
Theorems 3 and 4 in Sec. III. 
In the development of this paper, we have chosen among many alterna- 
tive proofs of the four theorems. In some, the facts that the transpose map is 
hermitian-preserving and that the composite of hermitian-preserving maps is 
hermitian-preserving can be exploited. 
If 5* : 91Lq +9Ln is the adjoint of T relative to the standard inner 
product (R,S)=traceRS* in “Jn4 and %+,, then (T*)=(T)*; cf. [5, p. 521. 
For T E 91Lq~,n~ we have 
t:= +l)q+,(j-l)n+s 
= $i,rl.[ j.sl> i,r= 1 ,..., q, j,s=l,...,n. (1) 
Thus, 
= t;, i,i=l ,***, 4; r,s=l,..., n, (2) 
and 
‘I’(T)::= t<r,,>,<i,i> 
= qs-l)q+r.( j-l)n+i 
=t sl rip i,i=l ,...,n; r,s=l,..., q. (3) 
For any partitioning of any matrix T= ((tz)) E 3npp,_, = 9$,,(9li+,), 
(Tti)z=t$i=l ,..., p, i=l,..., m, r=l,..., q, s=l,..., n. (4) 
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LEMMA 1. ‘k(T) = (r( T+=))b fm euey T E 9R,++ 
Proof. From (4), (2), and (3) above we have that for U = Te, (I?( U))“: = 
r(u):= ut = t,j = q( T)$ n 
LEMMA 2. For euey Zineur S:%,,+Gmq, (S(Ey))l<i, /<“=*((S>). 
Proof. Letting (5) = T= (t,), 
4 
Wij) = 2 t<r,s>, (i. j) Em 
r,s=l 
=*(T)ij, i,i=l ,...,n. 
LEMMA 3. LA’ EIi,fl=EriE%q,n, i=l,..., q, i=l,..., n. Then 
Proof. Letting 1 = [i, i] and m = [r, s], by (1) and (2) we have 
s PYT))lmEl@Em = E r~T~~~.fl.~~.~IE~~.~l~EI~,~l 
l,m=1 [i.i], [r.s] - 1 
= 5 2 I’(T);:Eii@Em 
i,r=l j,s-1 
= 5 2 t,Ey’8Em=T. n 
i,r- 1 j.s= 1 
We observe that in Theorems 1 and 2, A, E ‘?X&, (5) E 9TLg,,z,(S(Ei$) 
E nt,cnt,), r(v)) E ~JR~~~RJ, wv) E 3n,(nt,h w(T)) E 
Q&C~,,, m-d I @%$%J 
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For our block-element characterization of completely positive matrices, 
let w = (4,. . . ,w(k)) E Qk,ncl, the set of strictly increasing sequences of k 
integers chosen from { 1,. . . , q}. Rename g-‘[w(s)]=Z,, where g: {(i,i)li= 
1 ,..., q, j=l,.*., n}+{l,..., nq} is the bijection defined by (i,i) = g((i, j)) = 
(i- l)q + i. For A E %“, let A[wlo] denote the principal submatrix of A 
with row and cohmm entries both indexed by w. 
For completeness, Theorems 1 and 2 of Choi [l] are included in the 
following theorem. Further, we note the significance of the condition (1.7) as 
a requirement on the elements of a q2 X n2 matrix for it to represent a 
completely positive linear map. 
THEOREM 1. Let 5 : 9R,,+9Rq be a linear tra&f&mation. Then the 
foElowing are equivalent: 
(1.1) 5 is completely positive. 
(1.2) There exist A,, . . . ,A, E 9Rg,, and positive reals S,, . . .,a, such that 
(5) =~s,_,6,A,@A,. 
(1.2’) There exist Al,..., A*@&” such that (5)=2~_#3&, 
(1.3) l%ere exist A, ,..., A,E%&, and (dii)~TS such that (5)= 
Z;/,,dVA@A,. 
(1.4) The block matrix (s(E,t))lgi,i,., is positive semidefinite. 
(1.5) J?((F)) is positive sernidefiniite. 
(1.5’) r((T)“) is positive semidefinite. 
(1.6) \k((g)) is positive semidefinite. 
(1,s’) ‘@((s)&) is positive semidefinite. 
(1.7) t, =i4y for i,r=l,..., q; j,s=l,..,, n, and 
2 tp. z 
OEAI, a E Sk-A, 
tp...tp 
fmallwEa,,, k=l,..., nq, where 1, = g-‘(w(s)) and Ak is the subgroup of 
even permutation3 in S,. 
(1.8) ET* is completely positive. 
Proof. That (l.l), (1.27, and (1.4) are equivalent is given by Choi’s 
Theorems I and 2 [l]. Also, (1.2) is a restatement of (1.2’) upon absorbing 
V- 8, into A, for i = 1,. . . , s. That (1.2) implies (1.3) is immediate with 
(d,,)=diag {&,...,&). 
Assume (1.3). Since (dii) E X,, there exists a unitary U such that (d,) = 
Wdiag {S,,..., S,} U*. Renaming (d&-D and diag (S,,...,S,}=A, for X E 
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%,, we have that 
=(Al. . .A,)( U@I)(A@X)( U@Z)*(A1- - .A,)* 
=(B,. - . B,)(A@X)(B,. . . B,)* 
= i G,B,XBF, 
i=l 
where Bt = Zl_ I il u .A, with U = (u,). This gives us (1.2), since D E 9, implies 
that 6 1,. . . , 8, are nonnegative. 
Assuming (1.5), we have (1.3) by Lemma 3. 
Let ‘A be the no X 1 column vector formed by ordering the elements of A 
lexicographically. Assuming (5) = Z:,_ lAi @Ai, by direct calculation we 
observe that r((S))=Z~,,‘A’A* EC?‘,; i.e., (1.2)=$1.5). By Lemmas 1 and 
2 we have that (1.5’), (1.6), and (1.4) are equivalent. Further, using T*, (1.6’) 
and 0.5) are easily seen to be equivalent to the above. 
To show that (1.6)+1.7), we use the result that \k((T))E?i’_ iff 
q(( 5)) E YJt& with aII of its principal minors nonnegative. By Theorem 1 of 
[3], \k((S))EX, iff tJ=$y, i,r=l,..., 4; j,s=l,..., n. In the above nota- 
tion, 
t:,l . ’ * tl; I. .1 det?ll((?j))[w[w] =det : : 
= .ZSk sgna tp. * * tp > 0. 
Equivalently, 
x +I). . . tt’) > 2 
OEAk o E Sk-Ak 
tf,W . . te 
for alI wEa,,,k=l,..., nq. We observe that since the permanent as weII 
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as the determinant of a hermitian matrix is real [4, p. 191, it follows that the 
sum of the even permutation products, and also the sum of the odd 
permutation products, is real. The equivalence of (1.1) and (1.8) is immediate 
through (1.7). n 
We wish again to emphasize the duality of the following theorem with 
Theorem 1. For completeness as well, conditions previously given in Theo- 
rems 1, 2, and 3 of HiII [3], Remark 3 of Choi [ 11, and Theorem 2.1 of 
dePiIlis [2] are included. 
THEOREM 2. Let 5: %n+%VLq be a linear transfmtia. Then the 
folluwing are equivalent: 
(2.1) 9 is hennitian-preserving. 
(2.2) There exist Al,..., 
(5) =Z”,,,r$A@&. 
AS E ‘?Jl$” and real numbers 6,, . . . ,S, such that 
(2.2’) There exist A,, . . . ,AS E %sg and sr,. . . , Ed which assume the cd- 
ues + 1 such that (9) =C”,_lqA,@A,. 
(2.3) There exist Ai,...,A,EGXq+ and (~,)EX, such that (5)= 
Z;,,,dyA,@& 
(2.4) The block matrix (S(Eit)),<,i,, is hemitiun. 
(2.5) I’((s)) is hermitian. 
(2.5’) lY((T)“> is herrnitiun. 
(2.6) 9((S)) is hem&km. 
(2.6’) \k((S)&) is hermitiun. 
(2.7) t+!j=F for i,r=l,..., 9; j,s=l,..., n, where (5)=((Q)). 
(2.8) 5* is hermitin-preserving. 
Proof. For 9 = n, that (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), and (2.7) are equivalent is given 
by Hill’s Theorems 1, 2, and 3 [3]. The equivalexe holds under the 
generalization to 5 : nt, -+9Rq, mutati.s mutudk. That (2.9, (2.2’), and 
(2.4) are equivalent is Choi’s Remark 3 [l]. Lemmas 1 and 2 give us the 
equivalence of (2.4), (2.5’), and (2.6). The equivalence of (2.1) and (2.8) 
follows immediately from (2.7). Using T*, we have the equivalence of (2.1), 
(2.5), and (2.6’) as well. n 
III. LINEAR INDEPENDENCE ON A,, . . . ,A,. 
It is possible for X:,l_iditA, @‘;i; t 0 represent a completely positive linear 
transformation without (d,) being positive semidefinite. Consider A, 2A E 
COMPLETELY POSITIVE TRANSFORMATIONS 9 
nt, and 
which is not hermitian and hence not positive semidefinite. Then 
Z;,,,,d,1A,‘Z3)rq= fi A%‘* A, which represents a completely positive lin- 
ear transformation by Theorem 1. Further, this example shows that 
Z&,,d& 84 can represent a hermit&m-preserving linear transformation 
without (d,) being hermitian. That linear independence of A,, . . . ,A, is 
sufficient is shown by the following two theorems: 
THEOREM 3. Let A I,. ..,A, be linearly independent in 91Lq,,. Then: 
(3.1) Z&_,d,iA,@& ep r resents a completely positive linear transfm- 
tion i@ (d,) is positivz semidt$nite. 
(3.2) Xi_, ,S,A, @Ai represents a completely positive linear tramfnmation 
ifi&,..., 8, are all nonnegative. 
THEOREM 4. Let A 1,. . .,A, be linearly independent in %I+. Then 
(4.1) E&_lditAi 634 represents a hennitian-preserving linear tnmsfm- 
tion iff (d,,) is hemitiun. 
(4.2) Cs,,6,Ai63& represents a hermitian-preserving linear transforma- 
tion iff a,, . . . , S, are real. 
We combine the proofs of the above theorems. 
Proof. Since the Kronecker product of matrices is a tensor product, the 
set {Al,..., A,} being linearly fidependent (implying that {xi,. . , ,A,} also 
is) implies that the set { 4 841 i, j = 1,. . . , s} is also linearly independent. 
Suppose that {A,, . . . , AS} and {B,, . . . , B,} are linearly independent and that 
We-may extend to bases {A,, . . . ,+} and {B,, . . . , B,} of “Jns,, and define 
D, C E ntg,, by 
dii if i,j<s, - 
ckl = 
c, if k,l<t, 
0 otherwise, 0 otherwise. 
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Now for some nonsingular F = ( fii) E %&, 
Ai = 2 fhBk, i=l ,...,nq. 
k-l 
Let G=(gkl)=FfiF*E% W; substituting for the A,, we have that 
$f c&A@&= 2 guBk@‘. 
i,i=l k,l=l 
We must have e= G = FfiF* E “x, . Clearly fi is hermitian iff c” is, and 
positive semidefinite iff c” is. Observing that the matrices A,, . . . , A, in (1.2’) 
and (2.2’) may be chosen linearly independent, Theorems 3 and 4 now follow 
immediately from Lemma 3 and Theorems 1 and 2 respectively. n 
The authors wish to thank Utah State University for making time and 
facilities available for much of the writing of this paper. Further, they wish 
to thank Professor David Carlson for suggestions which improved the quality 
of this paper, in particular for the shortened proof of Theorems 3 and 4 
included herein, the observation which is rww Lemma 2, and the adjoint 
characterization of Theorems 1 and 2. Some of the material of this paper 
appears in [ 71. 
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